


Famous for its endless sandy beaches and hordes of selfie stick-wielding tourists (many

sunburned to within an inch of their lives), Mallorca hasn’t had the chance to develop a

reputation for its gastronomy. But it turns out that the largest of Spain’s Balearic Islands has had

the potential to be a top-notch food destination all along.

With a rich agricultural heritage, the central part of the island is mainly devoted to growing

crops like olives, grapes, citrus fruit, and almonds, which yield excellent olive oils, wines,

preserves, and pastries. Pig farms produce meat for everyone’s favorite Mallorcan delicacy, the

tangy sobrassada sausage, while the gourmet salts from the southeastern plains have achieved

global recognition. Fish stocks in the Mediterranean are not what they once were, but chefs

make good use of local varieties including rockfish, razor fish, and gamba roja de Sóller (red

shrimp), used in dishes like sopes de peix Mallorquines (Mallorcan fish soup) or its Ibizan

equivalent, bullit de peix.

Recent years have seen the island evolve into a favorite among food lovers. Led by Mallorcan

slow food trailblazer Maria Solivellas of Ca na Toneta, top national and homegrown chefs are

serving up tantalizing plates of seasonal food made from ingredients produced on the island

and enhanced by global culinary influences left by decades of mass tourism. Together, Mallorca’s

restaurants are fashioning a slower, more sustainable form of tourism.

From rural restaurants serving contemporary takes on classic recipes to neighborhood haunts

with creative menus inspired by Asian and Latin American cuisine, the best restaurants in

Mallorca are ready to wow.



BOTAN I C

“Green is the new sexy” reads the

tagline for this plant-forward

restaurant set along the ground

floor and leafy patio of the superb

Can Bordoy boutique hotel.

Palma-born chef Andrés Benítez

takes inspiration for his dishes and

spices from all over: Vietnam,

China, Thailand, the Middle East,

Mexico, India. And while plants

are the main protagonists, the

menu also makes space for meat

and fish options that adhere to

the locavore, zero-kilometer

philosophy. Top choices include

the candied leek with truffle

hollandaise and the lettuce tacos

with grilled octopus. [$$$]

Carrer del Forn de la Glòria, 14,

07012 Palma, Illes Balears, Spain

971 75 05 50

Visit Website

https://www.eatbotanic.com/

